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EUROPAEUM BURSARIES, PROGRAMMES & ACTIVITIES
Classics Colloquium, Munich 26-28 October
'Mutatas dicere formas' - Multimedia transformations in and of antiquity. Myths, history,
philosophy, poems and paintings – they all come to us by way of a medium. There is no content
without a medium of presentation, and the two, interwoven as they are, constitute, shape and
transform each other. This year’s Europaeum Classics Colloquium will explore the interrelations of
central cultural patterns of Greek and Roman antiquity and their presentation in various media
throughout the ages.
Application deadline 10 August https://europaeum.org/opportunities-2/apply-for-a-europaeumevent/
Workshop ‘Democracy, indigenous rights and ethno-racial mobilisation: Latin America in
comparative perspective’, Geneva 6 October
The Europaeum are looking to recruit five graduates from their member universities for this event.
Paper proposals invited.
This workshop aims to discuss the potentials and limits of these ethno-racial movements in
contemporary Latin America, where historically high levels of inequality are coupled with unstable
global commodity economies and growing threats to democracy. To do so, the workshop welcomes
studies of these movements in Latin America, as well as perspectives from other regions that might
afford comparative insights into the relationship between ethno-racial movements and populism on
the one hand, and extractive and non-extractive political economies of inequality on the other.
Application deadline 20 August. More details and how to apply:
https://europaeum.org/opportunities-2/apply-for-a-europaeum-event/
Helsinki Summer School (27 Aug - 1 Sep)
Applications for this event have now closed
'The Future of Work' explores the changing nature of work, pressures on the welfare state,
education systems and public finances in the future. How will the welfare state be maintained with a
narrowing tax base? With changes in work itself, what will happen to work-related benefits and
income transfers? What forms of income transfers and subsidies will be needed in the new world of
fragmented work? What policies and ideas will work in the changing world of work in the future?
What will be the meaning of work for individuals and societies? more info
Workshop in Krakow, 22-24 November 'External and Internal Challenges to European Integration'
More details on our website shortly!
Europaeum Scholars Module 3
Our latest Scholars module took place in beautiful Geneva, where we were looked after extremely
well by our colleagues at the Graduate Institute. Sessions included practicals on multilateral
negotiating skills, and professional report writing. There was a visit to the UN and WTO, with talks
and Q&As. Much food for thought was provided by a pre-dinner talk by Mr Francis Gurry, the

Director General of WIPO who talked about the many challenges the world is and will be facing,
mostly but not exclusively from the rapid development of technology.

LMU have published an article on our Europaeum Scholars Programme: https://www.en.unimuenchen.de/news/newsarchiv/2018/europaeum.html

EVENTS & DEADLINES
17-18 September, Barcelona | How to write the Horizon2020 proposals successfully (advanced)
18-19 September | Populist Constitutionalism: Theory and Practice in East-Central Europe, Charles
University Prague
21-22 September | Crisis, Modernity, Authority and the State, Charles University, Prague
24-25 October | International Rector's Conference 'The University and the Republic: 100 Years of
Czechoslovakia/Czech Republic - Legacy of Democracy, Humanism and Responsibility' (Charles
University, Prague)
All through 2018: News and events at Charles University (Prague) celebrating 100 years since the
foundation of Czechoslovakia

AROUND THE MEMBERS
UPF, Barcelona A report on the Europaeum meeting and panel discussions in early May, in
connection with our Academic Council meeting.
Jagiellonian University Krakow is participating in the EURASIA Launch Event in Bulgaria, 21-24 May
A 3-year action, funded under Key Action 2 Capacity Building in the Field of Higher Education of the
Erasmus + Programme. More about this and associated events: http://eurasiaproject.eu
Jagioellonian University Krakow have launched a new BA in Global and Development Studies in
English

Leiden University
European subsidies for exchanges doubled
Bologna University
Six leading European universities (including Bologna) have signed an agreement which opens up a
shared, multilingual and multidisciplinary academic space.
University of Helsinki is taking measures to improve their carbon footprint with sustainable
development measures through Commitment 2050 initiatives.
And they will launch English-language BAs in Social Science in autumn 2019.
Universidad Complutense Madrid and University of St Andrews are among the best 100
Universities in the World
Universidad Complutense Madrid: Seven master’s degrees are among the best in Spain, including a
master’s in International Relations.
LMU retains top spot of German Universities in THE rankings.
Luxembourg University is taking part in a proposed ‘European University’, reuniting Kaiserslautern,
Liège, Lorraine, Luxembourg, Saarland and Trier.

DID YOU KNOW?
CEU named one of the Top 20 Buildings in the World

MISCELLANEOUS UNIVERSITY MATTERS

http://visegradinsight.eu/brexit-a-lesson-for-poland/ Former Programme Assistant to the
Europaeum, Marcin Chruściel, interviews Danuta Hübner (chair of the European Parliament's
Committee on Constitutional Affairs) on Brexit, eurozone & the future of Europe
Call for Papers: Rethinking Peace Mediation. Mid-November in New York. Apply by 27th July.
Download poster

LECTURES, SPEECHES & ARTICLES ON EUROPEAN MATTERS
Saving the WTO appellate body or returning to the Wild West of trade? Policy Paper, Jacques Delors
Institute
The Threat to Democracy from the Centre, by DPIR (Oxford) alumnus David Adler.

FEATURED

This is the breathtaking library at UPF in Barcelona! Originally a water tank (built in 1874, with
structural calculations by Gaudi) to feed the waterfalls of the Ciutadella, it had many different uses
over the last 100 years: an old people's home, storage for the fire brigade, and police car park. The
university acquired the building in 1992 to create a stunning workspace for students.
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